
Colleen Weiler is from the Brecksville-Broadview Heights area 
and is enrolled in CVCC’s Adult Education STNA program. 
Colleen chose this program because she wanted to gain 
hands-on experience in the medical field, which would be 
useful in her journey towards becoming a physician assistant. 
Currently, Collen is a stay-at-home mom, and is also taking 
college prerequisite courses. She was looking for a program 
that would fit her schedule and timeline. Additionally, a few 
years ago, Colleen’s partner took the machining course at 
CVCC and had a great experience. This encouraged her to 
check out CVCC’s STNA program when she was looking for 
options. 

Colleen appreciates that she became close with the other students in her class. Colleen noted, “We 
came from varied backgrounds and had different goals upon completing the course, but we learned 
to help each other, to anticipate each other’s needs, and to stay supportive during some of our more 
stressful times.” Colleen explained that it was challenging to meet the expectations set in the skills 
lab. She stated, “It was difficult to be so closely watched and critiqued, but it truly was the best 
preparation for the job.” Colleen’s favorite part of CVCC is the community atmosphere; exclaiming, 
“From the moment I walked in the door, I was met with friendly faces who wanted me to succeed.” 

Colleen’s most important jobs are being a mom and partner. Additionally, she is currently completing 
some college courses for a physician assistant program. She is also working on becoming a UNOS 
(United Network for Organ Sharing) Ambassador because her partner, sister, and she all have organ 
transplants. Furthermore, her favorite hobbies include skiing, cooking, and reading. In her free time, 
Colleen prefers to spend time with family. She is always planning little adventures, like exploring the 
Metroparks or seeing a play. Collen mentions, “My partner may bemoan some of my ideas. For 
example, the first thing we did after my lung transplant in 2019 was go shark diving in Florida. Next, I 
plan to take him on a hot air balloon ride. I’m very lucky to have my boys, who always humor me.” 
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When asked about future endeavors, Colleen explains, “I have accumulated a one-sided perspective 
with medicine throughout my life (as a patient). I’m eager to gain a different perspective and to serve 
others by providing them with the best possible patient experience.” 
Her immediate plans include obtaining an STNA position at a hospital and gain quality experience. 
When asked what her dream job is, Colleen notes, “I have two dream jobs: mom and physician 
assistant. Against the odds, I have been given the first. With hard work and dedication, I hope to 
earn the other.” What incredible dedication; CVCC wishes Colleen all the best in her journey and is 
thrilled to be a part of such success! 
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